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Thl= PID proposes a second phase of che Se™i-Arld food Grains Research
and Development (SA.G^) project. SAFGRAD has been operating nrfder the

auspices of the OAO Scientific, Technical and Research Co.„lssslon (OA./ST.C)
since 1978. The original project paper approved a fl,e-,ear activity fro. •
1977-1981 and AID funding of il3.9 „mion. A^end.ents Increased the AID
^.ndlng of il9.1 „luion and extended the project to March 1985. A.Id-ter.
evaluation and an end-of-project evaluation concluded tKat Implementation has
produced numerous positive results consistent with and contributing to
achievement of.the project purpose and goal. The lifter tea„ recommended
-tending the project Into the second phase and offered several recommendations
as to program content.

The present PID proposed AID financing of jl21.5 million, over a five-year I

period. Although financing Is planned for five-years. It Is proposed that the
project be conceived in a ten-year framework.

The project goal and purpose are broadened In keeping with current AID
priorities and strategies and to more adequately reflect current realities of
the African institutiona.1 setting.

The project goal, as stated in the SAFGRAD I project paper was defined
principally in terms of increasing "the quantity and quality of staple food '
crops effectively available to the increasing populations in the semi-arid
^ones or Africa".. This is now broadened to include the equally important

element of increasing farmers' incomes and improving farmer living standards.
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This provide a broader programming base than the more purely food crops
orientation of the original project.

Although perhaps Implicit In' the initial project, the current statement
of purpose explicitly provides for a greater Institutional focus of the
project. The original project emphasized specific research. .Approximately 65
percent of all funds „ere- spent for that purpose. SAFGRAD III „111 continue
ol.-ect involvement In research; however, a greater proportion of resources

-m be used for strengthening national agricultural research/outreach systems
of member states.

The essential elements of the project will remain as In the original
project. However, significant shifts,In emphasis a.ong elements and details

thin elements are proposed. The main parts of the original project may be
summarized as follows:

Bibliotheque UA/SAPGkAD
01 BP. 1783 Ouagadougou 01
Tel 30 - 60 - 71/31 -15-98

The>establishment of teams of research gersontelje''ap^pH°prlare
y.rsonneT 'at"apprSprlare I
stations to (a) undertake specific research for improving varieties of

the principal food grains and grain legumes, (b) develop Improved

cultural practices and solls/fertlllty/water management methods, a„f (c)
conduct socio-economic studies within a Farming Systems Research (FSR)
framework.

Establishment and support of mechanisms for linking research centers
strenght.ned by the project, other research entltltes and the national
research institutions of member states and for strenghtenlng ties between
national extension/outreach and research.

Introduction of a system for more effectively relating research to
farmers' problems through the FSR approach.
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>-=ng and shore-,.™
professional and technical staffs.
E=tablish„enc of .anage.ent and coordination structures under the

OAU/STRC for administrative and technical direction and „a„age„e„t of the
project

.ore significant chan.es fro„ the original project „hlch are proposed are
as

rollows:

i5£2£H2^ges in administrative and .ana...„nt
proposed:

(a) More clearl, defining the responsibilities of the OAO/STRC-Lagos and
the -.Oocdftlon OHlce by assigning technical direction and
^management to the Coordination Office In Ouagadougou while financial
and administrative management Is assigned to OAU/STOC In Lagos.
(b) Providing the SAFGEAD Coordination Office with the services of a
Research Director (IFAB financed) and a Training and Extension
Coordinator to be funded under this project.

(c) Strengthening the administrative and financial role of OAU/STRC by
-aklng It a party to all contracts for services.

(d) Strengthening the research direction and management role of the

Coordlnflon Office by negotiating agreements with contractor(s,
providing for full Integration of co„tractor(s) personnel Into an
integrated research team.

(e) Strengthening the direction and management role o, the Coordination
Office with respect to the Accelerated Crops Production Officer
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<ACPOs) by making .ha. office along „Uh the source of funding
(SAFGR..D. bllaterial, etc.) and .he country concerned a party to
contractual arrangements for obtaining the services and support cf
the ACPOs.

conceptual chan.es are introdnceW-

(a) Providing a clearer conceptualization of SAPGEAD as an Institution
with an evolving role.

(b) Defining distinct roles for SAFGRAD in the three broad ecologicalgeographical zones Into which member states fit. These are (a) the

Sahellan, Sudano and Sudano-Gulnean zones extending across the middle

of Africa from the Atlantic to the Red Sea; (b) an East Africa zone,and (c) a Southern Africa zone comprising the SADCC countries.

(c) The ACPO role is seen as providing the linkages between national
research systems aid regional research whether by SAFGAB or other
institutions and as providng the linkage between research and
.outreach within the national systems. The ACPO role can be seen as a
precursor to a more structured FSR approach. Once the FSR is well

establihed within any given national system there would be no need
for the ACPO.

'

(d) The role of FSR Is substantially redefined. Rather than having a
Farming Systems Unit (FS0) as an entity distinct from the commodity
and discipline research units, the entire research staff Is seen as
working as one team in which the discipline, crops and socio-economic
specialists will be integrated within an FSR framework.
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(e) . .ore liberal defl„l„„n for 1„„

technology is given to

accommodate different ecological conditions and differences in

cropping patterns. Aclearer definition of the target groups is
provided.

j.

Some changes in emDh;q..^i.^ and

program content:

(a) The role of SAFGRAD in facilitating and coordinating regional
research and In promoting exchanges among research vorkers and

institutions (networking) will be given emphasis relative to its role
in actually carrying'out research.

(b) Greater importance will be given to research In soil fertility, water
management, and other practices tor reducing the risks associated
with crops and animal production In regions of fragile soils and
unreliable rainfall.

(c) Given that results to date suggest that soli fertility and moisture
availability determine crop yield to a greater degree than does

genetic potential, genetic Improvement of crops will focus primarily
on obtaining resistance to water stress, diseases and insects.

(d) Research on specific topics will be undertaken i„ priority areas
which are not being adequately covered by national systems, regional
O t'

programs ori by the lARCs.

(e) Given that ICMSAT has established an Important center for millet
research in the Sahel and the intent of ICRISAT to regroup its
activities on sorghum in West Africa, support for work with sorghum
and millet at Samaru will be discontinued.
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PROGrLAiM FACTORS

A.

COUNTRY STRATEGIES

tach of the 25 SAFGRAD members has placed food self-sufficiency as a
priority development goal. During the past 10-15 years, few of these
countries have been able to maintain food production levels adequate to

satisfy the increasing food demands fro. population growth. Asecond priority
IS increasing production of export crops.

The strategies as well ai the implementation instruments adopted by

different countries vary widely. Nevertheless the basic theme is essentially
the same - the application of improved production technology. To date these
strategics especially with reference to food crops have usually floundered

because the Improved production technology was either (a) unacceptable to the
Cb) did not result in yield increases commensurate with the additional

effort and inputs required, or (c) required Inputs not generally or readily '
available.

The strategy has been more successful in the Sudano-Gulnean zone where
rainfall ,is more favorable and food crop production Is more integrated with

cash crops (cotton). While many exogenous elements affect the acceptability
and utility of technologies which are promoted, much of the blame for
non-acceptance must nevertheless be laid to the biological and physical
liu.'i cations of the technologies themselves.

The failure of the SAFGRAD countries to produce sufficient staple foods,
.Ot to mention the decline in non-food agriculture, has serious implications

for levelopment. The well-being of some 70-80 percent of the population is
severely compromised. Heavy outlays for imported food places serious strains

on balance of payt,ents to the detriment of capital goods imports. Food habits
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large seg^en.s of the population also baco.e altered i„ favor of Imported
foods. The latter Is particularly pernicious in that this creates a demand
ror food which the countries cannot, and in all probability will never be able
to

produce.

Thus, the failure of the agricultural sector and in particular the food
sub-sector lies at the root of the rapidly deteriorating econoMc conditions
Of most of the Sub-Saharan African countries.

The develop«ent of applicable improved production technologies, the

institutionalizatlon of'the process whereby continuing advance in technology
development can be made and the institutionall.ation of mechanisms for

promoting and achieving the widespread application of these technologies,
though not sufficient, are at least necessary conditions for the achievement
Of the potentials of the agricultural sector.

B.

AFRICA BUREAU STRATEGY

The SAFGRAD project is consistent with the broad AFR stragegy for

fostering economic development in Africa. This is by encouraging regional
cooperation among countries including the strengthening of regional
organisations. More specifically with respect to the agricultural sector the
project is consistent with two of the three broad policy objectives
established by the Africa Bureau (AFR Bureau Strategic Plan of May 1983).

These are "The building of self-sustaining African institutions that provide
appropriate technology, inputs and services at the time and in the quantity
necessary for effective production and distribution of food products"; and,
support for institutional and human resources development programs that

provide the means for greater participation by farmers in the development
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-ocess, including policy planning, to build popular support and acceptance of
programs necessary for self-sustaining growth".

In ter^s of providing orientation for selection of projects within the
three broad program objectives, one of the three priority areas Identified in

tHe strategy statement Is support for agricultural research. - - technology
generating Institutions have to be given a priority clal. on resources

•because, without a viable base of farmer-acceptable technology (a production
package), there Is extremely United opportunity for success of any other type
Of development effort, even policy changes". The direct Involvement of the
farming population in a FSR approach Is a keystone in the AFR strategy.
The proposed program for SAFGRAD-II is also consistent with the strategy
of the Sclent,and Technology Bureau. This strategy stresses strengthening
.he research capabilities of developing countries world wide, Increasing the
erfectlveness of use of resources comaicted 'to research, and Improving the
relevance of research to production problems. The SAFGRAD approach emphasises

(a) research on priority problems for the seml-arld areas not being ade,ately
addressed, (b) cooperation among research systems of member states and with
lAKCs and (c),strengthening exchanges and linkages among these through
networking. This Is folly consistent with the Research Priority Implementation
Plan (RPIP) for agriculture as promulgated by the SSI bureau with the

approval and support of"the AID administrator. The SAFGRAD II project Is
particularly responsive to the view that the "national programs can derive
substantially greater benefit from available reserach if there is .ore
regional focus of research activities
B-rft-P-r regionali cooperation among
t-uivicxes, greater

participating countries and greater coordination among donors".

Within this general stragegy, two broad regional as well as numerous
bilateral projects are being supported by AID. One, the multi-donor
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Cooperation for Developn,enc of Africa (CDA) agricuUural research Inlclatlve,
covers the entire sub-S^ara areas except the Union of South Africa. The
ocher, SAFGRAD, addresses problems specific to the semi-arid areas In 25
.e.ber countries. Within CDA. AID resources are concentrated In two areas -

the Sahelian group of countries and the Southern African (SADCC) group. The
project designs for the c»o projects »111 be developed in close coordination
and collaboration.

In sub-saharan Africa AID Is currently supporting eighteen projects whose
principal focus Is agrlcuitural research. .Another 48 projects contain

research components representing from 10 percent to 50 percent of cost. Among
S.AFGRAD member countries there are 40 bilateral research projects supported by
AID. Researci) Is the dominant element In seventeen of these. In addition,
eight regional projects Including SAFGKAD touch on some or ail of SAFGRAD
member states.

C.

OTHER DONORS

SAFGRAD I has rec^^red support from two donors besides AID (FAC and
IDRC). The non-AID contribution, however, has been s.all. Asubstantial
contribution to SAFGRAD II is projected by IFAD, An initial contribution has
been made by financing the Director of Research.

Numerous other donors are supporting research in SAFGRAD member countries^'

through bilateral, as well as regional projects - (France, U.K, FRG, Belgium,
Canada, the World Bank, UNDFP, FAO).

Five of the CGIAR International Agricultural Research Centers (lARC) have

headquarters In Africa and one (ICRISAT) is establishing two permanent major

-
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n,
other
centers are involved in research in one

or ^ore of the SAFGRAD member states.

11.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A.

PERCEIVED PROBLEM

LOW levels of

an e„vl.o„.e„. oi unraUable ..infall, i„f„,Ue an. f.asil. sells

Characterize the agriculture, and particularly the food crop agriculture, of
most of the semi-arid lands of Africa.

The recent advances In developing varieties and production practices for
the „ajor food crops have found little application In Africa These have

involved either (a, a s.ste. of Intensive production hased on high levels of
inputs ahd improved „anage.e„t of the environment though practices such a.
-rlgatlon. or (h) an extensive syste. based on large scale mechanization

-hlch „„ balance yields a good return to labor and capital. In the se.l-arld
areas of Africa the production system remains extensive but on a minlscule

scale. Production per unit of labor or per unit of land remains minimal,
providing in many instances for bare survival.

- The challenge to research in the seml-arld regions is to develop systems
ofj;ro^o,-^l,Ckafl^^
(incomes) eUher through techenable_thej^ej:_^ej^d_ch^

In all probability. Improved systems will include elements of both approaches.
1 ^

While the present population-land ratios in much of Africa win .n ^
' w
allow for
ulation growth limits this approach.
decades, continued popexpansion of extensive agriculture for the next 2-3

-
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sufficient foi researchers Co produce improvements in
uccion technology. Weak institutional capabilities of mo.sr SAFGRAn

coun_^s^jocaiLnot_onli^
to researcji, but also in as.„.s<n.
perc^e£_pro^s, in^e^8_j^nd adaptln^_acJ,no.los-l.es,tj fam^r

''"lJ;^^^lnatfen of_p^en practices. Because of these, strenghtening of
a "hole array of institutions is essential to development efforts.
B.

PROJECT GOAL AND PURPOSE

The goal of SAFGRAD II is to increase production of the basic food grains
(millet, sorghum, and maize), and grain legumes (peanuts and cowpeas). This
IS to be done by improvement of varieties, by improvement of soil fertility

and water management systems^^d by the development of in^proved fanning
systems and ^.ractices which may include livestock production. Achievement of
the goal'and dissemination of the improved production technology will
contribute to higher incomes and improved living conditions of the rural
population.

The purpose of the project is to;

(a) Develop Improved

systems, including livestock and forage

production where feasible which maintain soil fertility, reduce soil
erosion and water runoff, and increase yields of food crops:

(b) Carry out plant brewing and selection programs on grain and grain
legimies focusing primarily on developing varieties resistant to
moisture stress, insects and diseases;

(c) Establish mechanisms, in collaboration with regional research teams
and national research organizations, for testing of' new varieties and

-
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verifying improved technologies, and for promoting co™u„l=ation

between the various research enticites and Institutions In the'
SAFGRAD countries;

"""X

disseminarp Improved technology by on-fam testing under

the ACPO (Accelerated Crop Production Officer) program;

(e) Strengtl^ food crop research capabilities in the SAFGRAD countries
by short and long-term (degree) training of k^y staff members.
andjmpj^^t a system for linking national research a„d
extension institutions through ACPOs«

In summary, SAFGRAD performs two distinct but related'activities; an
operational activity contributing to -the development of technological
l^^t_Ion^ and an'Institutional development activity. In Phase II Increased

e.phasis wlll be^glvej^to^^hejatter. Aspecial effort will be made to expand
the training program responding to particular needs of national research/
extension organizations.

Communication of research

,

interest among SAFgAO-countjles will be

SAFGRAD Is an Instrument of an African Institution (OAU/STC). As an
entity almost totally supported from the outside, SAFGRAD Is viewed as a
transitory regional Institution whose role will evolve over time. The Initial
direct involvement and active role In Implementation of research and in

conducting outreach and training activities shojd gradually give way to an
increasing emphasis on co„rdlnatiSX«rresearch and facilitating exchanges and
interactions among national agricultural systems as well as with other

research institutions. The evolutionary process should accelerate during
Phase 11 to Che extent that after the ten years proposed for the project,
coordination, information exchange and liaison should have almost completely

-
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as the.capability of national

Ins.U.aons i. developed, the largely externally financed SAFGRAD should be
This transition process »U1

doubtedly extend over along period, measured in decades, during which
continuous external support
alh^ir
pport. albeit

C.

• over time, will be required.
reducing

EXPECTED ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
It is expected that:

1. Adaptive research win have developed farming syste.s that give
Increased production through .aintenance-^^il fertility, prevention
of soil deterioration, better »at.r utilisation, and the use of

. improved varieties^if available. These systems, 30„e of which .ay

Include livestock production, can be adapted for use on the majority
of farms in the different agro-ecological zones.

^ '• °-°"Jl^-J^^-H?Jlja^t^s_^co,pea that can better cope with
''^^^!!llrliSS£l-Biadgmijre^availa^^ and he<n»_.,..7"
3. ••Productlo^p^aclag^o^^^^
le.u.es"h.s.d on
thej;se_ofj^„al_amoun.ts,oJ^BO^^^ Inputs will have h»e„

developed and are being extended for fanner use through the ACPO
program.

"• An institutionalized system for exchange of agronomic research
information around scientists
-f n the
rho semi-arid
-j zones of Africa will
-Lencists in
be in operation.

5. About 100 short-and 25 long-ten, participants trained by the project
»111 be engaged in agricultural research or production programs In
the SAFGRAD countries.

-
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cooperation in agricultural research in the

semi-arid zones will have become institutionalized.
D-

PROJECT OUTLINE AND INPUTS

The phase II project „111 continue the principal components of the
original project with certain modifications.
1•

Administrative

The roles of OAIT/STRC and the SAFGRAD Coordination Office in

Ouagadougou are more precisely defined as follows: The OAD/STSC will
be charged with definition and implementation of policy, in
consultation with the Consultative Committee (CC), and administrative
and financial managemenc of SAFGRAD. The SAFGRAD Coordination Office
in consultation with the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), will be
^responsible for technical direction and management of the regional
research program, the outreach program through the ACPOs, research

and outreach networking and training. In order to perform these
responsibilities, the Coordinator will be assisted by two senior

.technical staff, Director of Research (funded by IFAD) and a Training
and Extension Officer (funded under this project).
'•

The, Research Center (Kamboinse) and Regional
(a)

The Research Team

Amulti-disciplinary team will be assigned to Kamboinse:

The team will consist of eight research scientists selected
among several disciplines: agrono^ soil_scien_ce. plant

br^ng, ag^c^ural economics, sociology, entomoLogy,

agricultural engineering and anfmal science. This team will be

-
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C0„ple.ant.d by 2-3 fanning systems specialises funded by IFAD
" "or.,the biological and social sciences. Provision is „ade
for the assignment of scientists fro. „e„ber countries to wort

In associate or training capacities with the expatriate research
tea.. Approximately 20 person years of such assignment is
programmed.

.

The research specialists will „or. as a team under the guidance of the
Xhe team will giye priority to developing

farming systems which Increase production by improving soil fertility,

reducing erosion, improving tillage methods, increasing water utilisation

efficiency, an^ using fertilisers and improved varieties where appropriate. A
special effort will be made to investigate the feasibility of integrating
livestock and forage production Into mixed farming'systems.

nant breeding win focus on cowpeas, other grain leg>„es, sorghum and
.aize to select varieties with insect, disease, and drought resistance.

Farming Systems research methodology will be an Integral part of the research
approach employed by the team. Selection of the particular researchable
problems wUl be based^n-far. diagnosis of the principal constraints

li^uUng_proi5C^ the available and applicable te=h„ol„sy in th, areas of
the constraints, and a thorough review of pertinent published and unpublished '
research. Research will focus broadly on the entire cropping program or
farjiing system.

The objective of the team research Is to develop systems of permanent
cropping, combined with livestoclc production where feasible and economic, that
maintain or increase yields and reduce soil deterioration. The production

-
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.he need for l„po„ed Inputs and should be

capable of being adopted by a high proportion of the farmers.

It will be essential that seientlsH^^^nad to this activity »ork as a
th^^extent^l^hesa are drawn fro„ one or another of the lAltCs or

othe^^nsot^s. the tea„ approach should transcend the mandates of the^^
institution fr_om__j!^ch they come^

An important roU of the.research team vlll be to foster. In cooperation
»ith the SAl-GRAD Coordination Office and member countries, the establishment
of research networks among scientists and Institutions concerned with co^on
problems. Reg^^nal cooperatlon_jyi„pJ.aBidn8. design and Implementation of

research will be majo^^.nts in this activity. Workshops on specif^ topics

and informal interactions among scientists will also add to strengthelng the
reseai'ch and outreach networks.

(b) Restructuring Research on Millet and Sorghum
With the establishment of a major research center by ICRISAT in
the Sahel, research with millet within SAFGRAD will be limited
to cooperating with the Niger millet program, in regional
testing of varieties and to studies concerning the place of

millet in farming systems, including regional testing of such
A

systems o

Because of the many difficulties associated with ICRISAT work on sorghum
at Samaru, this program will be discontinued as a part of SAFGRAD. SAFGRAD,
however, will encourage ICRISAT to establish a sorghum program in West
Africa. It is understood that the ICRISAT 1986 core budget contains positions
for three sorghum researchers in West Africa. Efforts will be made at the PP

-
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stage to define the cooperative role between SAFGR.4D and ICSISAT In developing
a long-tern West African Sorghum Research program.

(c) Levels of Technology and Production Inputs

With respect to the level of inputs it should be recognized that
to brine about reasonable and acceptable Increases in
productivity, it will be essential to Introduce certain

off-the-farm inputs and probably also to increase levels of farm

Inputs. Given the serious limitation on production Imposed by
the acute deficiency of phosphorous in most of the soils of the
seml-arld regions, the application of phosphate fertilljers will

^be arequisite for Increasing and .alntainlng yields. Adequate
levels of available nitrogen must also be maintained. Awider '
range of options Is available in the case of nitrogen than with

phosphorus. Rotations, Intercropping and relay cropping with
legumes probably offer/ the best option short of use of Imported
chemical nitrogen fertilizers. Athird critical need Is to
maximize the.efficiency of water use. Intimately related to
soil fertility and efficiency of water use is the maintenance of

adequate levels of organic matter. Water management and organic
matter maintenance are complicated problems and will require all

the Ingenuity that can be mobilized. Awide range of approaches
should be investigated.

IRAT research extending over many years has provided considerable

information on the principles underlying the soil deteriorating effects of

continuous cropping and the use of chemical fertilizers. Certain techniques

-
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^-o counteract these effects and which can maintain/improve productivity of

soil under-continuous cropping have been developed. Recent work by others,
including SAFGRAD scientists, confirm the IRAT results. The application of
th. techniques/practices developed, however. ren..lp largely beyond the „ean=
Of .he majority of fanners. While oertaln practices require only additional
labor, the potential gain from these do not appear to be sufficient to attract
farmers to apply the additional labor.

If any significant increases in productivity (yields) are to be achieved

it Will be necessary to increase the nse of production increasing Inputs,

Including on-the^an» (labor) and off-the-fam (better tools, fertilizers,
chemicals, etc.). The often stated objective of developing a system of
production capable of increasing production and productivity with zero or near
I

zero inputs must be rejected.

Acceptable levels of inputs will vary with envionmental factors,
especially rainfall and soils of different zones within the semi-arid

regions. Under favorable conditions, higher level'of inputs ~ off-the-farm

(fertilizers, chemicals etc.) as well as on-the-farm (labor) can profitably be
applied to take better advantage of favorable environmental conditions

(intensification). In zones with less favorable conditions, use of fewer and
low risk inputs (mostly labor) should be preferred. It should be clear from
the foregoing that a simplistic definition of the target fanner group(s) by
the project is not appropriate. Rather the, objective should be to reach the
largest group for which there is a reasonable expectation that improved
tecnnology can be developed in a reasonable time and which that group will

tind profitable to apply. The levels of technology which may be appropriate
will vary considerably with different environmental settings.

-
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.A concentrated program on the problems cited above will be the keystone
of direct l„v„lve.enc of SAFGRAD ^.search. This is „.cessary because of
^he complexity of the problems and the requirement of a „id. range of
-ientific specializations. The national research systems of few African
States are able to address these problems alone.

Genetic improvement of varieties of the principal crops has been an

important element of SAKRAB Z. Recognizing that production condltlon^^ost

frequently preclude attainment of genetic potential in terms of productivity
of most varieties, including many unimproved so called traditional varieties,
It is clear that further efforts to increase the genetic potential of crop
varieties with respect to y^ilds should become secondary to other research.

Genetic imprp^ment to achieve resistance to insects, diseases, plant
parasites (striga) and'water deficiency stress will be emphasised.
"i

Cd)

Fanning System Research

Recognizing that FSR is a method of approach rather than a
discipline and that FSR should be undertaken in close

association with discipline and crop specialists, it is proposed
Chat the research group work as a integrated team dealing with
discipline and crops research within an FSR framework. Such a
ncept does away with a separate Farming Systems Unit (FSU) and
avoids the tendency of separate units to become isolated from
each other,

anaysis and synthesis of data collected during SAFGRAD I will

provide a useful nackground for the FSR approach to be used by the team

-
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The rSR .odel developed bv
F^u

appropn,.e .eii„e„e„.,

•

•

.j^uue universicv, at-'r^r

se.ve ,3 .

" developing a project within .the SAfGSAD framework that, in

financing the Director of Research in the Coordinator's Office is

:r"rr ~ 3 .^ .e details of the project ha. not .een
=
^-eloped so It is difficult at this tin.e to fit it to proposed inputs by
--=...es. the IP^ proposal should fit in well with the .IB project. In
tact, we see the possibilities of fully integrating the IFAD inputs with those

Of AIB. Xhis Will probably not be possible before the Project Paper (PP)
Stage or project development.

^°

yhs ACPO Prograig

ACPO program was conceived as ane.essar. tool for establishing

unkages between regional research and national research as well as between
research and national outreach/extens-fnn
is the involvement of the

a
/extension. An
essential element of the program
farmer -fr. • ^
farmer
in implementation of certain steps of the

research program.

^The two

avaluations concluded that the ACPO program was one of

..ost important and in practice was considered highly successful. This was

-rgely based on the performance of two outstanding ACPOs. ^ese observations
-e Significant in that they point to the need for individuals with

-ceptional ,ualitites on the one hand and the high potential impact which
Lhis type of program can have.

The ACPO program will continue in SAFGRAD II. Overall direction and
coordination will be by the Director of Research and the Training and

Extension Coordinator in consuUaaon with responsible officials In the
respective host country, ACPOs will continue to be assigned to individual
countries in response to country 'requests and as financing is available. It
is proposed that SAFCR^ „

^

^

This progra. should be staffed by highly qualified expatriates who in addition
to their regular assign-ent would provide training experience to selected

individuals fro. other countries as well as to those of the host country. In
.his .anner individuals can be grooved for a.sign-ent as ACPOs in other
countries or ,or advanced training. Budgeting provisions are also .ade to

finance 6ACPO. to be drawn from among national personnel which have the
necessary qualifications, further expansion of the ACPO programs is seen as
being financed on a bilateral basis«

Amore iireclsa conceptualization of the roles of the ACPO is suggested.
The ACPOs role should b. evolutionary and the function transitory. The first
ACPO in . country should preferably be awell qualified expatriate. A3 the
ACPO program develops and more nationals acquire experience, it should be
possible to use nationals during the Initial assignment.

During the initial, period of a new assignment of an ACPO the primary
function will usually be to establsh liaison between the regional research
center and other external research entities (lAECs. other National Rese.rch
centers) and the national research structure In the country of his
assignment. Activities will consist chiefly of managing regional trials.

Once a reasonable level of confidence in the technology being tested has been
obtained, tests will be extended to farmers' fields. The farmers' fields
should initially remain under the control of the ACPO and/or. a local associate
of Che ACPO. The ACPO activities should be integrated with national research/
extension systems.

-
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•A second phase of the ACPOs work will

creating linlcages between

the national, research structure and the national extension entity.
During each of the above phaies, in-service training should be provided
to nationals. Selected individuals should be given advanced training

.ualilylng the. to replace the expatriate ACPO. As an approach for increasing
the number of qualified ACPO personnel, promising Individuals fro„ »e.ber
countlres will be assigned In an associate/trainee capacity with experienced
ACPOs. Budgeting provisions are „ade for developing 10 ACPOs through this
approach.

^°

Training

One of the proposes of the project Is to strengthen food crops research

and production capabilities t„ .e.ber countries by training Uy personnel.
This will be accomplished In several ways. Short-term training totalling 600
person months will be given to professional researchers, research assistants

and key extension personnel; This may Include training at appropriate
international research centers such as IlTA, ICKISAT or other locations;
participating In workshops; or monitoring visits to observe pertinent research
and extension programs in other countries or regions.

Long-term training totalling 50 p/years will focus on Masters level
candidates who have established work and intellectual credibility while

working as counterparts on the projec^ as researchers or technical assistants
in a crop production program, or have demonstrated the necessary qualities for
M.S. level study as an undergraduate. African institutions will be utilized
for this training to the extent chat their training programs, coincide with
training needs.

-
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«ecog„l.i„g tha. i. I. Ughly desirable for oa^onal program. develop
cnelr o™ capacity .o plan and supervise food crop research, outstanding
candidates will be considered for Ph.D. level training.

Workshops are a particularly useful foru. for presentation of project
research results of national or regional Interest, for topical discussions led

by specialists of ^cognized standing, for exchange of Information and idea,
ong the cooperatwo^sclentlsts, and for outreach (ACPOs) oriented personel

to exchange views and experiences with research staff. Two workshops are
planned each year.

"Ith respect to dlff.r.nt geogranhic,,

With extension a„d/or potential extension of SAFGRAB to involve virtually

an 3ub-sahak„ African countries with se.i-arld areas, it is necessary to
redefine the role of SAFGRAD,
t

of ^ood g„ln and grain

leg^p_roiup^ti,_n. ln„the ,.seil,ari^,e_gi^s_. This broad definition does not
take into consideration the wide differences in the ecological settings of the
vast areas Involved nor the specificity of the principal crops concerned. The
.original concept Involved primarily the semi-arid .ones of .Iddle Africa

extending ,ro„ the Atlantic to the Red Sea. This .one represents a relatively
homogeneous setting within which there are different levels of rainfall both '
in amounts and distribution. SAFGRAD I has principally addressed problem in
this zone.

The expansion of SAFGRAD to include countries in East and Southern Africa

introduce substantially different ecological conditions fro„^ those in the
.<est-Middle Airica belt. It Is proposed that SAFGRAD II should program

-
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^

level, of incensU,.

-e .ajor emphasis .houid conclnoe to f„c„3 1„ the West-Middle Afr<., K.:.

nAfrican region has an effective organization (SADCC/CTC)

"hich is bel„g strengthened with assistance fro. „™ero„s sources. It is
^-.e,ed that the InstUutlonaU.atlon of research networking and outreach

linkages w.thln the region can .ost effectively he pursued through SADCC/CTC.
ICRISAT 13 „ountlng a„aJor progra. on scrghu. and „lUet research In
cooperation With SABCC. Aregional .S. program Is helng l„ple„e„te. h. CIMMVT
in the East as Southern Africa zone. Aregional „ai.e Improve-ent program Is
al30 helng Initiated In the same area. A„aJor grain legume Improvement
P.osram Is .elng developed In cooperation with SABCC. These programs should
P^ovlde a sufficient!, wide range of research and research networking for the
Southern Africa region,

ASA.CRAD coordinator for sorghum and millet Improvement Is posted In
Nairobi. This coordinator, provided by ICRISAT. has initiated a limited
sorghum breeding program In'cooperation with the Kenya Katumanl station. He
.ISO maintains liaison with other national sorghum and millet programs in East
Africa and has organized regional workshops. Contact Is also maintained with
the CIMMYT regional FSR and maize programs. These activities by the
coordinator should adequately fulfill the networking function for this region
and sponsring Joint vorl^shops among the^three
regions.

'

^

-
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-affecting project selection MB FURTHER DEVFT.OPMFMT
A.

SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The social l.pllc.tlon of SAFGRAD can beX'reaching. Over 80 percent of

^the population In the se.i-arid areas are engaged In agriculture as their

iC^pri.ar. occupation. The

,3 percent of cereal foods in

i-^^^i^-^SH,ji!l_;i°re_ than 50 percent of the

~

Production.by the majority of the population is geared primarily to
S^hsistance and secondarily to off-far. sales. In „any instances because of
the limited potential of available technology and the restricted means for its
application, sections of the rural population see. off-the-far. employment to
eern cash rather than invest additional labor to increase food production for
the market. -The Implications of this is that as cash requirements Increase
With evolving social, cultural and economic obligations the labor available

for non-farm employment will increase disproportionately to „or. opportunities.
The result will be increasing social unrest, evidence of which is already
widespread.

It has been determined that under existing production practices there are
periods of peak labor demand which places a limit on total production.
However, from considerations of family labor availabilities and the time
required for operations, during the peak periods, it see„s that a greater
amount of family labor could be available during these periods than is
customarily mobilised. This appears to be at least In part related to the

traditional division of labor, based on cultural considerations, among family
members with respect to certain tasks. On the other hand, It is also probable
that the marginal returns to additional labor inputs employing the traditional
technology does not provide a sufficient incentive for mobilizing the extra
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labor, Therafor.. achieving an increase overall production of food crops,
or for .hat fatter any agricultural co^odlty, will depend on developing
technology which can increase the- marginal returns to labor.

There is ample evidence that when opportunities exist for a sufficient

increase in returns to labor, the cultural restriction on use of labor hrea.s
down and greater amounts are devoted to the .ore productive undertakings.

Witness the adoption of cocoa, coffee, tea. cotton^^l^tensive vegetable
production as principal crops in many areas. The eventual brea.do™ of the
cultural inhibitions to'more effective application of family labor will occur
When the returns to additional labor In the family enterprise will be at an

ade,uate level, hence the need for technologies which increase the efficiency
of

labor.

Here thk l^plcatlons are far-reaching. Adequate levels of incentive will
stem the ever increasing movement o, populations fro„ rural to urban areas.

The Incr'easing urbanisation of populations In most African countries has had
a major Influence in determining governraent policies. The cheap food policy
is a good example of catering to the pressures of the urban population. The
expansion of government employment Is perhaps to some degree a response to
increasing demand for employment by the swelling urban population.
B.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The SAFGRAD program Is designed to increase the production of food crops
in the semi-arid zones of Africa. The primary food crops in these regions are
sorghum, millet and>I.e. Groundnuts are used as food to a limited extent
but are produced primarily for export or local processing , Cowpeas and
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other -eg^es, while produced in U.i.ed ,„a„tUies. are important .o .he diet
and .0 the cropping
due to their nitrogen-tixing oapabilities.
Maize is recognized as having greater photo-synthetic efficiency for food
production especially in the Best Central Africa areas, but la gro™ in
Halted quantities due to the heavy risk associated with its production in
-eas of unreliable rainfall. 1„ the East Africa and. Southern Africa regions

maize Is the dominant grain crop. So^r_ghu„ and .illet have greater drought

resistance; if d^rought occurs durlng__the early part of TheTr^growingTycles,
recover••while .alze crops. a.re lost. for t"^es't"cenTraT"

Africa region, It would seem that maize research, s_hoMld concentrate^n a
viable means of Introducing the culture .without- appreciable^Increasing.
farmer's risk and especially for adaptability to the Sudano-Gulnean zones
Where rainfall is greater and more reliableo

The expansion of ^n,al« production. In the Sudano-G^lnea^ zone In recent

.ears suggests that thlllrop has the potential of subs^Intlaliri^reTslng
gram availability in ^ose 'countries with s^nlflcant ^^^no-GuInean
zone. Hence, the Interest of Improving maize production technology. '
Substantial progress In Improving maize production In the East and

Southern Africa highlands has been made by current and previous programs.
These programs continue with assistance of CIMMYT. AID and others. These
programs generally have-not affected the more marginal, lower rainfall areas

where maize is an important crop. There is still a need for early maturing,
drought resistant varieties which can be Integrated Into the farming systems
Of these lower production potential zones.

Scientists need to be concerned with the leguminous crops not only
because of their Importance from a nutritional point, but also because of the

»
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low l.vel Of son
parclcularlv „Uroge„ 1„ 3en,l-arld Africa, and the
=leak prospects for graacly Increasing che.lcal fertiliser use. Therefore a
.alance^arch

Overall cereal and grain legumes production represent approximately 75
percent of all lands devoted to crop production 1„ the se.l-arid areas and
o«upy about 70 percent of „or. effort of the farming population. The value

"

to estimate because of price

controls applied to these crops In most of the African states and the

f.e,uently unrealistic exchange value of local currencies. Mevertheless. an
crops can be obtained by applvln.

alone it is estimated that about 30 mill-for.

25

p^^^^^^T^he Ilreal c;:p3^" '

c\5untries.
At an average
price of ^100 n^r ^ ^K '
sc p-ice or j>lUU per ton the total

value

becomes i 3,000 mlllloi^

The:-value of locally produced grain represent on even larger figure if
this grain were to be imported and the high freight cost were added to the
purchase prices

The SAFGRAD member countries were importing about 2,500,000 tons of

careal grains during the period 1976-78 (I^e DSDA Report~ood ProduTTTon in
Africa and Prospects"). This represents about 8 percent of local production.
Amore recent study by -the «orld Bank suggests that this figure has increased '
Since the 1980 BSDA study. In order to satisfy the demands In these countries
for the traditionally produced food grains, a^ average Increase in production
of about 50 kg. per hectare or about lOZ above current yields with a total
annual value of t

millions at world market prices would be
I

necessary,

:
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An increase In production by the tenth year of only
P

discounted to orespnt-

percent

^
value at
the rate or 15 percent would be necessary to

provide a break-even point or a C/B ratio ofor the proposed project.
Numerous economic analysis of cost and returns of of research have
consistently demonstrated that internal rates of returns range fro. about 25
percent to over 200 percent. Even recognizing that because of the difficult
environmental conditions In the se„i-arid regions of Africa the rates of
returns from research „U1 p^bably be at the low end of this range, it is
clear that the probability of an acceptable IRS is quite good.
.^g^evant Experience With Similar

Although AID has, and Is, supporting a number of bilateral agricultural

projects witii research components in Africa, experience with regional
agricultural research has been limited. Research projects with a degree of
similarity Include maize improvement in East Africa, the Best African Rice

Development Association, (wArDA,. and the Regional Cereals Improvement Project
in North Africa (Morocco and Tunisia).

the maize Improvement project In East Africa was successful both fro. the

technical and economic points of views. The Improved technology developed was
3oon put Into use by both small and large farmers. At least two Important
lessons applicable to tbe proposed SAFGRAD project can be drawn from that
experience. First, the successful development of a package of high-yield
technology was the product of aiyf Interdisciplinary research team composed of
plant breeders, entomologists, pathologlsts and production agronomists.
Secondly, although research for the development of high-yielding maize was

initially focussed on the needs of the large farmers, the technology (Improved
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rertilizers, plant pest and weed control) because of its-

profl„MUty

pl.ked up by s.all

as soon a. c.edl. for purchase of

needed inputs was made available.*

The Wes. Africa rice research projec. .ay also suggest lessons for ,he
SAFCKAB project. The regional nature of the project Is largely the
coordinating role of the headquarters staff facilitating the distribution and
^^xchange of plant breeding materials from IMI. irat and the national
P^ogra^s. .yaluatlon of the project indicates that the regional research'has
been good but management weak, "hat appears to be lacking is a core "
Ihterdlsclplinary research element, such as proposed In this PID.

Although created In adifferent agro-ecological and sociological setting,
the Regional Cereals Improvement Project In North Africa produced a number for
pertinent lessons. Perhaps the most Important lesson was that although access
to plant breeding materials from international sources is highly desirable, a
considerable risk is taken when varieties fro. foreign sources are planted

directly onto farmers fleld^ without adequate local field trials. Secondly,
the project showed the usefulness of Intra-reglonal exchange of breeding
materials. Info^ation on disease and Insect problems, and cultural
practices. Finally, the project demonstrated that successful coordination

among and between national researh programs involves more than giving advice
and guidance.

proposed borrower grantee and/or implementing agency.

The project will be implemented by OAU/STRC with offices in Lagos,
Nigeria. The OAO/STRC Executive Secretary is the principal executive office
and Is supported by an administrative and financial management staff.

-
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The OAU/STRC will e.ploy several instruments for project implementation:
coordlMtor and supporting staff in the coordinators

Ouagadougou (b) contract{s) »lth appropriate entitles (MCs, U.S.

"hlversltles. etc., for Implementation of the research progra. and (c)
contracts with qualified Individuals, group of individuals, or suitable flr.s

-r implementation of the ACPO (outreach) program. The liaison, coordinating
and networking function „in be discharged by the International Coordinator
and his senior staff.

AIL^.gPORT REQUIREMENTS AND CAPARTT.TTV

The project as structured vin require a minimal of direct AID support'.
By charging the OAU/SI^C office 1„ Ugos „lth the primary responsibility for
administrative and financial management, the AID role will be limited to
assistance to OAU/SXKC In contracting .o as to assure that these contracts are
consistent with AID policies and regulation. AID „IU also be responsible for
timely evaluation and auditing. Both of these should Involve primarily TDY
personnel.

F-

estimated cost

The estimated cost of the project is t21.3 .llli„„. Table 1 provides
estimates of cost by principal category and percentage of proposed
expenditure. Table 2 gives the basis for the cost estimates.

The project will be ^nanciSS^by agrant to OAO/STRC for costs related to
coordination, research,
func tions.

training, workshops and contain ACPO

1
-
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AID will finance directly the long-terra ,traini
^ne latter would most effectively be
and the respective countries.

ng and ACPO function wh e r e

negotiated directly between AID, USAIDs
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-

1

Estimated Costs (in ^000)
Annual

Categories (1)
Salaries and Allowances
Coordination (3)
Technical Services
Researh (8)
ACPO program

Costs

1,890

(9,450)

53.3

270

(1,350)

(7.6)

Percent

a .•••rfj

Expatriates (6)
Nationals (6)

USAID project mgr.

LOP

Costs

720

(3,6Q0)

(46,4)
(20.3)

540

(2,700)
(1,200)
(600)

(15.2)
(6,8)
(3.4)

3,200

18.0

240

(1)

120

Training

Short term training in Africa,
lAHC etc. (600 p. mo.)
Long-term degree

trailing 50 P. Yrs
Research associates

(Trainees) 40 P/yrs
Work shops 2/yr

120

(600).

200

(1000)

(5.6)

120

(600)
(1000)

(3,4)
(5.6)

1,775

(1.7)

200

Commodities

Office equipment,&

supplies (coordination)

Research & farm equipment
and supplies (coordination)
Vehicles (10 per year)

50

(300)

(1.7)

120

(600)
(875)

(3.4)
(4.9)

175

Other Cost

Coordination office support
OAU/STRC Lagos support
Research Operations
ACPO operations
Total Costs

Contingencies and Inflation 20%
Grand Totals

(3.4)

3,305^.
240
30
240
180

-

18.6

(875)
(150)
(1,200)
(1080)

(4.9)
(0,8)
(6.8)
(6.1)

17,730
3. 546

21,276

99.9

^See attached for basis of cost calculations.

n
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2

Basis for Cost Calculations
Ca tegory

Annual Costs i except
where otherwise noted

1-

Salaries and allowances:
Expatriate personnel

.90,000

AID project manager
120,000

ACPOs (national)
40,000

2.

Training

Short-term training in Africa

institutions other Third Country
lARCs (for research and ACPO

^

personnel)

Lorig-tenn training (University)

1,000 /P/mo.

20,000 /P/yr.

Research associat^^ (on-thei

job training)

International work shops

15,000 /P/yr.
100,000 each

Other Costs

Support for coordination office.
Costs of TAG & CC.

Support for OAU/STRC Lagos

15,000 per mo.

15,000 per meeting
3,000 per mo.

Research operations including
(labor, O&M, equipment &vehicles
& P.D., networking travel)

ACPO operations (support of materials
travel & P,D., O&M vehicles & support

20,000 per mo.

15,000 per mo.

%

-
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Cost Breakdown by Program;

Percent

Coordination &Administration

18.4+ .9^

19.3

30.5 + 2.0

32.5

28.1 + 2.0

30.1

18.0

18.0

Research
ACPO

Training

99.9

!

i

Vehicle cost apportioned among the three elements.
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